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The behavior of strongly continuous one-parameter semigroups of operators 
on locally convex spaces is considered. The emphasis is placed on semigroups 
that grow too rapidly to be treated by classical Laplace transform methods. 
A space X of continuous E-valued functions is defined for a locally convex 
space E, and the generalized resolvent % of an operator A on E is defined as an 
operator on X. It is noted that ‘8 may exist when the classical resolvent (h - A)-” 
fails to exist. Conditions on ‘% are given that are necessary and sufficient to 
guarantee that A is the generator of a semigroup T(t). The action of % is 
characterized by convolution against the semigroup, and the semigroup is 
computed as the limit of ‘% acting on an approximate identity. 
Conditions on an operator B are introduced that are sufficient to guarantee 
that A + B is the generator of a semigroup whenever A is. A formula is given 
for the perturbed semigroup. 
Two characterizations of semigroups that can be extended holomorphically 
into some sector of the complex plane are given. One is in terms of the growth 
of the derivative (d/dt) T(t) as t approaches 0, the other is in terms of the 
behavior of W”, the powers of the generalized resolvent. 
Throughout, the generalized resolvent plays a role analogous to the role of 
the classical resolvent in the work of Hille, Phillips, Yosida, Miyadera, and 
others. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The results presented here deal with three aspects of the theory of 
one-parameter semigroups of operators on a locally convex space E. 
A one-parameter semigroup {T(t) : t > O] CL(E), the continuous 
endomorphisms on E, is a generalization of the exponential function 
exp(at). Just as exp(a(s + t)) = exp(as) + exp(at) and exp(a -0) = 1, 
we require 
T(s) T(t) = T(s + t) (semigroup property) 
T(0) = I (the identity operator). 
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The exponential function exp(at) arises naturally as a solution to the 
initial value problem x’ = ax, x(O) = 1. Similarly, the semigroup T(t) 
is associated with a Cauchy problem 
(d/dt)f = Af, f(0) = u. (1) 
For each u in the domain of the operator A,f(t) = T(t)u is a solution 
to (1). The operator A is called the inJinitesimaZ generator of the semi- 
group T(t) and is defined by 
Au = ljg t-‘(T(t)u - u) 
with domain D(A) consisting of those vectors u for which the limit 
exists. 
If A is a bounded operator on a Banach space, then A is the 
infinitesimal generator of the semigroup T(t) = exp(At), where 
exp(dt) represents the sum of the usual Taylor series. The theory of 
one-parameter semigroups is devoted to characterizing those operators 
A that are infinitesimal generators of semigroups, and developing 
formulas for computing the semigroup. The most important result is 
the Hille-Yosida theorem which characterizes infinitesimal generators 
in terms of their spectral properties (see Hille-Phillips [4, pp. 360- 
3641). The Hille-Yosida theory has been extended to all strongly 
continuous (in the parameter t E [0, co)) semigroups on Banach spaces. 
Throughout this paper, E will represent a vector space over the 
complex numbers with a sequentially complete locally convex 
HausdorfI topology T. A collection r of continuous seminorms on 
E generating T is called a calibration for E. The calibration consisting 
of all continuous seminorms will be denoted by II. 
A theory of quasi-equicontinuous semigroups (semigroups with an 
exponential rate of growth) has been developed on locally convex 
spaces that parallels the Hille-Yosida theory of semigroups on 
Banach spaces both in results and in methods. Since every strongly 
continuous semigroup on a Banach space is quasi-equicontinuous, the 
above theory includes many known Banach space results. However, 
there is a wide class of semigroups on locally convex spaces that are 
not quasi-equicontinuous (they grow faster than exponentials), and 
new methods are needed to treat these semigroups. Waelbroeck [19] 
and T. Komura [7] have studied these nonclassical semigroups, but 
the methods presented here for their treatment are simpler and more 
elementary in nature. These methods provide a characterization of 
semigroup generators that does not involve Laplace transform 
techniques as in the classical theory or generalized Laplace transform 
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techniques as in [19] or [7]. Furthermore, these methods are applicable 
to aspects of semigroup theory other than generation theory. They are 
used to prove a result on perturbation by relatively bounded operators 
similar in nature to those of Phillips [14] and Miyadera [lo] and to 
establish a result on analytic continutation of a semigroup off the real 
axis. 
It is customary to associate the semigroup {T(t): t 3 0} with the 
homogeneous evolution equation 
(W)f = Af, 
where A is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup and f(t) = 
T(t)f(O) is a smooth solution if f(0) belongs to the domain of A. 
A somewhat different point of view is taken here; the inhomogeneous 
equation 
d/dtf = Af + g f (0) = 0 (2) 
replaces the usual homogeneous equation. It will be shown that both 
semigroup and generator can be characterized by the behavior of the 
smooth solutions to this equation and that this characterization is 
useful for the study of both the stability properties of the semigroup 
under additive perturbation and the holomorphic extension properties 
of the semigroup. 
The characterization is established in Section 3, which is devoted 
to a generation theory for semigroups on locally convex spaces. A brief 
summary of the history of generation theories is useful for putting 
the present results in context. The Hille-Yosida generation theorem 
for Banach spaces has been extended by Schwartz [16] (see also Yosida 
[21, pp. 246-2481 and M oore [13]) to equicontinuous semigroups on 
locally convex spaces. This theory depends heavily on the relationship 
between the semigroup and the resolvent of the generator given by 
the Laplace transform 
R(h, A) = Irn e-V(t) dt. 
0 
(3) 
However, on a locally convex space, an operator may be the generator 
of a semigroup and yet have no resolvents. For example, let E be the 
entire functions with the topology of uniform convergence on 
compacta. For f E E, let (T(t)f)(z) = f (z + t) define the semigroup 
of left translation. The generator is A = d/dz and the equation of 
(h - A)f = 0 has the solution f (x) = eAz in E for every complex h. 
Thus A has no resolvents and the integral in (3) fails to converge. 
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The problem is the uncontrolled growth of T(t)f as t + 00 for some 
vectors f in E. 
Waelbroeck [19] attacks this problem by defining an approximate 
resolvent by the equation 
&(A, A) = loa e-V(t) dt (4) 
and demonstrating that if A is a continuous generator of a semigroup, 
the approximate resolvent is an asymptotic resolvent in the sense of 
[18] with exponential decay, and that the semigroup can be recon- 
structed by means of the operational calculus developed in [18]. 
Using another line of attack, Komura [7] notices that local equi- 
continuity of the semigroup will guarantee the existence of the integral 
in (4). Komura extends the approximate resolvent to an operator- 
valued distribution and gives condition on such a distribution 
sufficient to ensure it is the distribution resolvent of a locally equi- 
continuous semigroup. An essential idea in the development is that the 
action of the distribution resolvent on test functions supported on 
[0, a] contains sufficient information to reconstruct the semigroup. 
Our approach will be to use the smooth solutions f to (2) with 
g(0) = 0, to provide the link between the generator and the semi- 
group. This will avoid the technicalities of operational calculi. We 
thus obtain a simplified result that can be applied without excessive 
difficulty. The uniqueness of solutions to (d/dt - A) f = g (i.e., (2)) 
can be thought of as the existence of (d/dt - A)-l, the formal invers 
Laplace transform of the resolvent operator R(h, A) = (h, A)-l (which 
exists only in a generalized sense). The operator (d/dt - A)-l (acting 
on the continuous E-valued functions on [0, a] that vanish at 0) will 
play the role of the generalized resolvent here. 
Phillips [14, Section 61 proves the existence of solutions to (2), and 
Kato [6, pp. 486, 4871 p roves the uniqueness of the solutions, where 
A is the generator of a semigroup on a Banach space. Lions [8] 
characterizes the existence of distribution semigroups on Banach 
spaces by the existence of a fundamental distribution solution to (2). 
Phillips [14, Section 61 points out the similarity between the 
perturbed homogeneous equation 
d/dtf = Af + Bf (5) 
and (2). He uses the solution to (2) to derive a solution to (5). These 
techniques indicate the potential usefulness of the generalized 
resolvent in the additive perturbation problem. 
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In Section 4 the application of the generalized resolvent to pertur- 
bation theory is studied. Phillips [14, Section 31 studies the pertur- 
bation of a semigroup on a Banach space by the addition of a 
continuous operator B to the generator A. He shows that the resolvent 
of the perturbed generator A + B is given by 
R(h, A + B) = f qh, A)[m(& A)]%. 
?Z=O 
Miyadera [lo] extends the class of perturbing operators to operators B 
satisfying: 
(a) D(B) C D(A) and BR(/\, A) is a bounded operator for some X. 
(b) There exists a constant K such that 
Miyadera proves that if A is a semigroup generator and B satisfies 
(a) and (b), then A + B generates a semigroup with resolvent given 
by (6). 
Miyadera’s condition (a) is formulated in terms of the resolvent 
R(h, A). However, if the semigroup is assumed to be quasi-equicon- 
tinuous, (a) can be seen to be equivalent to the following relative 
boundedness condition: 
(CL) There exist constants L and M such that 
II Bu II B L II u II + Mll Au II for u E D(A). 
Thus the concept of relative boundedness can be stated without 
reference to the resolvent and can be extended to settings where the 
resolvent fails to exist. 
In Section 4 the Phillips-Miyadera perturbation result for relatively 
bounded operators will be generalized to semigroups that need not be 
quasi-equicontinuous. The generalized resolvent will replace the 
classical resolvent in (6) which will define the generalized resolvent 
of the perturbed semigroup. A modified version of Phillips formula 
for the perturbed semigroup [14, Section 31 is valid in this setting. 
Those semigroups that can be holomorphically extended into some 
sector of the complex plane are characterized in Section 5. Hille- 
Phillips [4, pp. 485-4861 g ive such a characterization in a Banach 
space setting in terms of the extent of the resolvent set of the generator 
and the growth of the resolvent. Yosida [20] generalizes this result to 
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quasi-equicontinuous semigroups on locally convex spaces and adds a 
characterization in terms of the differentiability of the semigroup on 
the real axis and the growth of the derivative at 0. Recall the example 
of the semigroup of left translation on the space of entire functions. 
The semigroup is not quasi-equicontinuous, and Yosida’s result does 
not apply. However, the semigroup does admit a holomorphic 
extension. In Section 5 Yosida’s results are extended to more general 
semigroups, and the above example is included in the extension. 
The following notions will be needed for a more detailed discussion. 
The semigroup T(t) is said to be of class C, if the map t + T(t) 
is continuous in the strong operator topology for t E [0, co); it is 
ZocaZZy equicontinuous if for some a > 0, {T(t): t E [0, u]) is an equi- 
continuous collection of operators. 
Remarks. If T(t) is locally equicontinuous, then {T(t): t E [0, b]} is 
equicontinuous for every b > 0. If T(t) is of class C, and (E, T) is 
barrelled, then T(t) is locally equicontinuous (Komura [7]). 
2. CONTINUOUS VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS 
In this chapter we introduce some spaces of continuous functions 
with values in E. We also introduce some topologies for these spaces 
and some operators on them. These spaces will provide the necessary 
framework for the relation of the behavior of the solutions to the 
homogeneous equation (1.1) to those of the inhomogeneous equation 
(1.2). 
The action of a semigroup of class C, on a space E can be identified 
with the action of left translation on the space of orbits in C( [0, co], E), 
i.e., if u E E, the function C(t) = T(t)u satisfies (T(t)u)“(s) = zZ(s + t). 
The smooth solutions to (1.1) are contained in these orbits. In order 
for the generalized resolvent (d/d - A)-l to be defined, it will be 
necessary to restrict our attention to those functions f E C([O, co], E) 
that vanish at 0; if all continuous functions were considered, (d/dt - A) 
would not be one to one. To construct the semigroup from the 
generalized resolvent, it will be necessary to approximate orbits by 
the functions that vanish at 0. To make this problem manageable for 
the widest possible class of semigroups, the space C([O, a], E) will 
replace C([O, to], E). On this space, all orbits of locally equicontinuous 
semigroups of class C,, are bounded in terms of their initial value. 
We now proceed to define two topologies and a variety of linear 
operators and subspaces on the space (X = C([O, a], E) determined by 
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a choice of a > 0. Ordinarily, it will not be necessary to indicate the 
a-dependence explicitly since a will remain fixed. When the 
u-dependence is important, we attach a subscript, as in C, . 
DEFINITION 1. Assume? E rl. Let$P(f) = sup(p(f(t)): t E [0, CZ]} 
and Al = S:~(f(t)) dt f or every f~ 6. Let r be a calibration for 
(E, T). Let P = {p: p E r} and P = {pl: p E r}. In particular, 
/1” = {p”: p E (11 and (1’ = {p’: p E A}. 
Let +’ be the topology generated by (1” (i.e., the topology of 
uniform convergence on [0, a]), and let Al be the topology generated 
by & (the topology of G([O, a], E) convergence). 
Remarks. It can be seen easily that if r is any calibration for T, 
then F” and P calibrate P and G, respectively. Since 7m is the 
topology of uniform convergence on [0, a], (6, TV) is sequentially 
complete whenever (E, T) is sequentially complete. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 6? be the continuously differentiable functions 
in (5. Let the operation of differentiation be defined by 
Df = (d/dt)f = f’ for f E (I1 = D(B). 
The usual argument for scalar-valued functions shows 3 is a closed 
operator on (6, TV). 
Let X denote the subspace of functions f E 6 satisfying f (0) = 0. 
The relative topologies and calibrations will be denoted by TV, /1”, 
etc. 
The subspace (X, Tco) is closed in (6, Tm), hence it iS SeqUentially 
complete whenever E is. The space X is of primary concern because it 
is the space where the generalized resolvent will act. The operator ‘I, 
can be restricted to X by restricting its domain to D(B) = 
{f E X n Q: f ‘(0) = 01. Then a: D(B) -+ X. 3 is a closed operator 
on (X, Tm). We will always denote the restricted operator by 3 unless 
the contrary is explicitly stated. 
If A (resp. B, 2) is an operator on E, then the operator ‘3 (33,s) is 
defined on X by %f: t --t Af (t) for f E D(%), where 
D(‘8) = {fs 32 f ([0, u]) C D(A) and t + Af (t) continuous}. 
The Heaviside operator J3 is defined on X by 
and is continuous on (x, 7"). 
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The following facts about the previously defined operators will be 
required. The first reflects the usual smoothing property of integration, 
and is immediate. 
PROPOSITION 1. !+j: X-D(a) and %jf = f; ;f f E D(B), then 
w?f =f. 
PROPOSITION 2. If D(A) is dense in E, then D(B - 3) = 
D(B) n D(%) is dense in (3,~“). 
Proof. By a simple convolution smoothing argument, it is clear 
that o(a) is dense in (X, P’), so it is sufficient to show o(9 - 2X) is 
dense in o(a). Let f E o(a), g = 9f. The continuous function g is 
uniformly continuous on [0, u]. Let us choose a sufficiently fine 
partition 0 = t, < t, < **. < t, = a, and use the density of D(A) to 
pick uk E D(A) sufficiently close to g(t& for K = 0, l,..., n (with 
u0 = 0). We define 1 E X by connecting the points (tk , uk) by straight 
line segments. This construction leaves d and g arbitrarily P-close. 
!$ is P-continuous so $t and Sjg = f are P-close. However, since 
raw(t) = i!(t): t E LO, 42 C sP~G4 
and span{+} C D(A) is finite dimensional and hence closed, therefore 
jjj E D(2l) n D(B) = D(D - 2X). 
PROPOSITION 3. If A is a closed operator, then 2X is r”-closed, D(%) 
is invariant under 5, and 
‘%jf = !@lf for all f E D(S). 
Proof. Immediate. 
DEFINITION 3. Let @ be the collection of real-valued C” functions 
on the real line that vanish on the negative half-line. Let 4 E 0, u E E, 
fEX. Define 4 @UEX by 4 @u:t-$(t)u. Define $*fEX by 
(b *f: t-&(s)f(t - s)ds. 
DEFINITION 4. A sequence {+m} C Cp is a smooth approximate 
identity (approximation to the point mass at 0) if for each n > 0, 
+, satisfies: 
(a) &(t) > 0 for all t, 
(b) 4,(t) = 0 for t > n-l, 
(c) J:&$) dt = 1. 
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From here on, we let {+n} denote a smooth approximate identity. 
The following simple facts will be stated without proof: 
+ OuEqq; if uED(A) +@uED(2l). (1) 
+ *fe 43) and a+ *f = 9’ cf. (2) 
If fE W), a+*f =$*Bf. (3) 
Let A be closed. 
If f EW), + *f E D(B) and w$*f =r$*%f. (4) 
i-m-lim+n *f = f for all f E X. (5) 
If Aim fn = f, then Tm-lirn4 * fn = 4 *f for all y% E @. (6) 
A theory of integration of continuous vector-valued functions is 
required here. For definitions and principal results (Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem and Fubini’s theorem), see Hille- 
Phillips [4, Section 3.71. Their theory is presented in a Banach space 
setting, but the results and methods apply equally well to sequentially 
complete locally convex spaces, if one restricts his attention to con- 
tinuous functions. 
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF SEMIGROUPS IN 
TERMS OF THEIR GENERATORS 
In this chapter we characterize both those closed operators that 
generate CO locally equicontinuous semigroups and those closable 
operators whose closures do. The former (Theorem 1) will be used 
in studying the analytic properties of a semigroup (Section 5), while 
the latter (Theorem 2) will be used to investigate the perturbation 
properties of a generator (Section 4). We will assume throughout that 
E is sequentially complete so that all Riemann integrals that occur will 
take their values in E. 
We will let X” and X1 denote (X, T”) and (X, 7-l), respectively. 
THEOREM 1. An operator A is the injkitesimal generator of a locally 
equicontinuous semi’oup T(t) of class CO ;f and only 2.: 
(I) A is closed and densely defined. 
(II) There is a left inverse ‘8 E L(Xl, X”) for (2, - ‘NC) which 
commutes with 9 and 2I in the following sense: 
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(a) %(a - N)f = ffo~ allf E D(B - a). 
(b) Iff E D(D), then %f E D(B) and IXRf = ‘%zlDf. 
(c) If f E D(S), then %f E D(B) and ‘W%f = WHf. 
(d) For each p E A, there is a q E A such that p”(%f) < q’(f) 
for all f E 3. 
THEOREM 2. An operator A is closable and cl(A) is thegenerator of 
a unique locally equicontinuous semigroup T(t) of class Co if: 
(I’) A is densely defined. 
(II’) There is an operator 9I E L(32, 3”) satisfying: 
(a’) %(a - %)f = f for allf E @ @D(A). 
(b’) If f E D(B), then %f E D(B) and !D!Rf = %Bf. 
(c’) For all f E @ @ D(A), 
(%., %9Ij) E cl(graph(%)) C 3? x X”. 
(d’) For each p E A, there is a q E A such that p”(%f) < ql(f) 
for all f E X. 
The operator % is the generalized resolvent. It will be shown to be 
unique and independent of the choice of a > 0 in the following sense: 
If for 0 < a < b, the natural restriction map is j: 3& -+ X, , then 
jo%, = R,oj. 
Theorems 1 and 2 will be proved in the following manner. First 
prove the “only if” part of Theorem 1. Then prove theorem 2 
(which contains only one implication). Clearly Theorem 2 implies the 
“if” part of Theorem 1, so at this point both theorems are proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (“only if”). Suppose T(t) is a locally equi- 
continuous semigroup of class C, with generator A. The necessity of 
condition (I) was proved by Komura [7, Theorem 31. The argument 
is approximately as follows. For any u E E, T(t)u is a continuous 
function of t and w(t) = Jk T(su) ds exists in E (E is sequentially com- 
plete). The claim is that w(t) E D(A) for each t and t-%(t) + u as t --+ 0 
so D(A) is dense in E. Using the definition of A to check w(t) E D(A), 
we compute 
h-l(T(h) - I) w(t) = h-l St (T(h + s) - T(s))u as 
0 
= h-l Jhh+t T(s) ds - h-l s,” T(s)u ds 
= h-l Ithit T(s)u ds - h-l lo’ TV ds, 
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T(s)24 is a continuous function of s, so 
s h+t h-1 T(s)u ds + T(t)u and t h%(h) = h-l 6 T(s)u ds + T(O)u = u 
as h --t 0. Thus, v(t) E D(A) ’ is d ense in E. Before we can prove A is 
closed, we must prove the following identities: 
(d/dt) T(t)u = AT(t)u = T(t) Au for all u E D(A), (1) 
T(t)u - u = I” AT(s)u ds = s’ T(s) Au ds for all u E D(A). (2) 
0 0 
If u E D(A), h-l(T(h) u - u) + Au as h += 0 so 
T(t) Au = 2% h-l(T(t + h)u - T(t)u) = (d/dt) T(t)u 
= 2% h-l(T(h) T(t)u - T(t)u) = AT(t)u, 
proving (1). Equation (2) is obtained by integrating (1). To prove A 
is closed, assume there is a net {Us : 01 E J} C D(A) such that lim U, = u 
and lim Au, = o. We must prove u E D(A) and AU = V. 
T(t)u - u = lim(T(t) u, - u,) = lim 
I 
t T(s) Au, ds, 
0 
Au, + v and {T(s): s E [0, t]} is equicontinuous so T(s) Au, -* T(s)v 
uniformly on [0, t], thus 
T(t)u - u = lim jot T(s) Au, ds = j’ T(s)v ds. 
0 
Thus lim f4 t-l( T(t) u - u) = limf+o t-l Ji T(s)a ds = T(0) 2, = V. 
Hence u E D(A) and Au = a. This completes the proof of (I). 
To prove (II), note (T(t): t E [0, u]} is equicontinuous. Define ‘% by 
(‘W(t) = it T(s) f(t - 4 ds (3) 
for each f E S. We verify the continuity of the above integrand by the 
usual “continuity of products” argument, using continuity off and 
both strong continuity and local equicontinuity of T(t). Local equi- 
continuity implies for each p E A there is a q E A such that 
for all u E E, t E [0, u], 
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SO 
Pm)f(t - 4 - V).w - TN 
d p(T(s)f(t - s) - T(y)f(t - 4) + P(W)f@ - 4 - W)f(t - y)) 
< P((W - V))f(t - 4) + 4w - 4 -At - YN- 
If Y is sufficiently close to s, the first term is small by strong continuity 
of T(t) and the second term is small by continuity off. We also have 
- s)) ds < 1’ q(f(t - s)) ds. 
0 
This impliesp”(%f) < q’(f) < @‘(f). We have proved % EL(F, X”), 
and, in fact, (II)(d) holds. 
Condition (II)( ) * p a 1s roved by applying the Leibnitz formula and 
(1) to compute 
(44 T(s) f(t - 4 = ((44 W) f(t - 4 + WW4 f(t - 4 
= T(s) Af(t - s) - T(s)f’(t - s) 
for f E D(YD - a). Integrating from 0 to t, we get 
but for fEX,f(O)=O and T(0) = I. Thus ‘%(a - 2l)f = f and 
(II)(a) is proved. 
To prove (II)(b), note that for f E D(D), the difference quotient 
approximations of Bf satisfy 
p(Wf(t + 4 -f(t)) = P (h-l job Wt + 4 ds) G PVY) 
for every p E A, t E [O, a - h]. Thus 
vw(t -t- 4 - W(O) 
= h-lJt+h 
Wf(t + h t 
- s) d.9 + Iot T(s)p-l(f(t + h - s) -f(t - 4)) d.s 
-+ T(t)f(O) + s,” T(s) Bf(t - s) ds = %Bj(t) as h-+0 
by the dominated convergence theorem. Therefore ‘iRf E D(9) and 
D$l,f = ‘Stlaf. This proves (II)(b). 
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Remark. The following version of the dominated convergence 
theorem is being used: If f, , f, and g are continuous E-valued 
functions on [0, a], f, -+ f pointwise on [0, a], and for each p E (1 there 
is a q E II such that p(fn(t)) < q(g(t)) for all n and t, then 
This dominated convergence theorem is proved by picking p E A. 
The continuous real-valued functions p(fJt) - f(t)) converge to 0 
pointwise, and p(fJt) -f(t)) < 2q(g(t)). Applying the real variables 
dominated convergence theorem, we get Jip(f,(s) -f(s)) ds + 0 as 
asn+ oo; and 
0 G P (jy Un(4 -m) ds < f ~(fn(s) -f(s)) ds + 0. 
This holds for each p E A, hence JifJs) ds -+ Jif (s) ds as n -+ co. 
To prove (II)( c , ) note that Eq. (2) and local equicontinuity imply 
that for all p E /1 there is a q E (1 such that for all u E D(A), 
p(h-l(T(h)u - u)) = p (h-l Job T(s) Au ds) G q(b). 
Applying the dominated convergence theorem, we get for f E D(‘i!l) 
kl(T(h) -I) ‘iRf(t) = 1” T(s) kl(T(h) - I)f(t - s) ds 
0 
+ s t T(s) Af(t - s) ds =!mlf(t) as h -+ 0. 0 
Thus 9lf E D(a) and 'WiTif = '%%f. This proves (II)(c) and completes 
the “only if” part of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Next we prove that the generalized resolvent % is unique. Suppose % 
and %’ both satisfy (I) and (II) and f E D(B - ‘ill). We have 
%(a - ‘2l)f = f = ‘%‘(a - 2I)f, which implies 
0 = %(% - wp - ru)f = ?x(lD - 2I)(% - %‘)f = (93 - %‘)$ 
However, D(X) - %) is dense in X” (Proposition 2.2), and ‘8, 
%’ EL(F), so % = ‘R’. The relationj o ‘Ji(, = !l& o j (where 0 < a < b 
and j: ;tb -+ X, is the restriction map) follows from the defining 
equation (3). 
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The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete (under the assumption 
Theorem 2 is valid), and we turn our attention to Theorem 2. 
The method we will use to construct the semigroup T(t) from ‘8 
can be understood in terms of the following process for recovering the 
semigroup from the generalized resolvent as defined in (3). Formally, 
6 @ u can be regarded as a generalized function in X, where 6 is the 
point mass at 0. It is immediate from (3) that 
(%zs @u)(t) = T(t)u. 
To make literal sense of this formal calculation, we use the approxi- 
mate identity {&} C @ (Definition 2.4). It follows from (3), the defining 
equation of ‘%, that (%I$, @ u)(t) -+ T(t)u as n -+ co for all t E (0, a], 
u E E. Theorem 2 will be established by using this formula to construct 
T(t) ab i&o from the generalized resolvent of any operator, satisfying 
(I’) and (II’). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose (I’) and (II’) are satisfied. We recall 
the operator sj is defined by $f (t) = sif (s) ds and if u E D(A), 
4, @ u E D(Z) - a) (see (2.1)) and 
Thus for u E D(A), (using (a’)) 
We next show {$& 0 } x v is a Cauchy sequence in the 9 topology 
for each o E E. Pick anyp E A and 12, m > 1. We recall (Definition 2.4) 
that MO 2 0, SUPP(AJ C KA a~-‘] and Jr b,(t) dt = 1; thus 
but if t > max(n-l, m-l), 
f 
otf$n(s) as = 1 = &(sI & 
0 
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so ~((434, 0 o)(t) - Ehn 0 4(t)) = 0, thus 
< 2 max(n-l, m-l) p(w), 
and C5h 0 4 is ACauchy. In particular, if u E D(A), {!$& @ Au) is 
T-l-Cauchy and applying (d’) we see {‘%$$, @ Au} is P-Cauchy. The 
space (X, P) is sequentially complete, and this implies 
exists in X. It is clear from the definition of {r&} and 9 that if t E (0, a] 
we have ($j#, @ u)(t) = u for n > t-r; thus applying (4) we see 
$~(%O N(t) = 24 + fuW for all u E D(A), t E (0, a]. 
Noting this, we define T(t) by T(t)zl = lim,,, (‘84, @ u)(t), for 
t E (0, a], for those u for which the limit exists for each t E (0, a]. 
For such 21, we define Z’(O)u = u. We have already shown that if 
24 E D(A), T(t) ?I = 24 +f,(t) for all t E [0, a]. 
Using hypothesis (d’), the collection of maps M, u -+ (%#, @ u)(t) 
for n 3 1 and t E (0, a], is an equicontinuous set of operators in L(E). 
We have shown that for each t E (0, a], M contains a sequence that 
converges to T(t) pointwise on the dense set D(A). Now the closure 
cl(M) of M in the topology of pointwise convergence on E is an 
equicontinuous set of operators, the closure of M in the topology of 
pointwise convergence on D(A) agrees with cl(M), and the restrictions 
of the two topologies to cl(M) coincide (Schaefer [13, Section 111.41). 
Thus {T(t): t E (0, a]} C cl(M) CL(E) implying {T(t): t E [0, a]} is 
equicontinuous and 
V)u = fti_m,mL 0 u>(t) for all u E E, t E (0, a]. 
For u E E, consider the map t -+ T(t)u. If u E D(A), T(t)u = 
u + fu(t) (where f, E Xl, so the map is continuous. For u E E, find a 
net (G.: 01 E J} C D(A) such that lim u, = u(D(A) is dense); then the 
equicontinuity of {T(t): t E [0, a]) implies lim T(t) 21, = T(t)24 uni- 
formly for t E [0, a], and the uniform limit of continuous functions is 
continuous. This proves t -+ T(t)u is a continuous map for all u E E. 
We have now verified that {T(t): t E [0, a]} is an equicontinuous 
strongly continuous (in t) collection of operators. It remains to demon- 
strate that T(t) satisfies the semigroup property that cl(A) is the 
580/16/2-z 
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generator. We have already shown that if u E D(A), T(t)u - u = fU(t), 
where fu = P-lim ‘%Sj+, @ Au. We will show thatfU(t) = jk T(s) Au ds 
and this together with hypothesis (c’) will be sufficient to complete the 
proof. 
Let f E X. Then gf E D(B), and by (b’) 
mjf = fiml$f = !@mjf = $%f. 
If u E D(A), Eq. (4) implies 
(Wti 0 u)(t) = c?wz 0 4(t) + CiPvn 0 4(t) 
We have shown lim (!I&& @ Au)(t) = T(t) Au, and condition (d’) 
insures that the convergence is dominated. Letting n + co and 
recalling ji &(s) ds = 1 if a-l < t, we get 
T(t)u = u + j” T(s) Au ds for all u E D(A), (5) 
0 
and this implies 
(d/dt) Z’(t)u = T(t) Au for all u E D(A). (5’) 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we would like to be able to 
write 
(d/dt) T(t)u = T(t) Au = AT(t)u for all u E D(A). 
This leads directly to the semigroup property (as will be shown below). 
However, it will not be true in general that T(t) D(A) C D(A). Instead, 
we will show that A is closable, T(t) D(cl(A)) C D(cl(A)), and 
(d/dt) T(t)u = T(t) cl(A)u = cl(A) T(t)u for all 24 E D(cl(A)). (5”) 
Let us assume for the time being that this has been proved. Equation 
(5”) is the key to proving T(t) is a semigroup with infinitesimal 
generator cl(A). If u E D(cl(A)) and 0 < s < t < a, then (following 
the method of Kato [5, pp. 481-4821) 
(d/ds) T(s) T(t - s)u = T(s) cl(A) T(t - s)u - T(s) cl(A) T(t - S)ZJ = 0; 
thus T(s) T(t - S)U is independent of s and is identically equal to 
T(t)u. This property can be extended to all u E E and is the semigroup 
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property on [0, a]. By means of the semigroup property, T(t) can be 
extended to all t > 0, giving a locally equicontinuous semigroup of 
class C, . This semigroup will be denoted by {T(t): t 3 01. 
If A, is the infinitesimal generator of T(t), then by the part of 
Theorem 1 already proved, A, is a closed extension of A and of cl(A). 
The map t -+ T(t)u is differentiable for u E D(A,) and (d/dt) T(t)u = 
A,T(t)u = T(t) A, U. This all follows from the definition of the 
generator and (1). 
Integrating (5”), we get 
T(t)u - u = cl(A) s,t T(s)u ds for all u E B(cl(A)). 
This equation can be extended to all u E E because cl(A) is closed. 
If u E D(A,), we can differentiate the above equation to obtain 
A1T(t)u = (d/dt) cl(A) Iot T(s)u ds for all u E D(A,). 
However, cl(A) is closed, hence (d/d) Ji T(s)u ds = T(t)u E @cl(A)) 
and cl(A) T(t)u = (d/d) cl(A) JA T(s)u ds for all u E D(A,). Setting 
t = 0, we get that if u E D(A1), then u E D(cl(A)) and cl(A)u = A+. 
This proves cl(A) = A, , the generator of T(t). 
The uniqueness of T(t) is shown by assuming S(t) is another locally 
equicontinuous semigroup of class C, with generator cl(A). For 
24 E D(cl(A)), we compute 
(d/ds) S(s) T(t - s)u = S(s) cl(A) T(t - s)u - S(s) cl(A) T(t - s)u = 0. 
This identity implies S(t)u = T(t)u for u E @cl(A)), and 
uniqueness follows by extension. 
Now we will show A is closable and (5”) is valid. This will complete 
the proof of Theorem 2. The remainder of the proof is accomplished 
by lifting the problem to the space of orbits of T(t), a subspace of 
6, the space of continuous E-valued function on [0, a]. Equation (5’) 
will be used to demonstrate that in this setting the operation of 
differentiation is a closed extension of the operation of action by A. 
This result is then pulled back to E, proving A has a closed extension. 
For ZJ E E, define the orbit uA E 6 by u-(t) = T(t)u. Let E^ = 
{u^: u E E>. E^ equipped with the relative P topology is topologically 
isomorphic to E under u ---t u^ because of the equicontinuity of 
{T(t): t E [0, a]}. A simple argument shows E^ is P closed in 6:. 
Define A* as an operator on E^ by A*u^ = (Au)^ for u” E D(A^) = 
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{u”: u E D(A)). Define the differential operator DA: E^-+ 6 by restrict- 
ing lr, (on 6) to E^ n o(B) (note that the range of DA is 6). DA is 
closed because a is closed and E^ is a closed subspace of 0. 
(graph(D”) = graph(a) n E” x (5). 
If U” E D(A^) ( i.e., u E D(A)), then applying (5’) we get 
IhA = (d/d) T(t)u = T(t) Au = (Au)^ (t) = (AA@)(t). 
Therefore D”u” = A*&, and DA is a closed extension of A^; thus the 
closure cl(A^) exists as an operator on E” with 
range(cl(A^)) C cl(range(A*)) C EA. 
Therefore the operator A has a closure cl(A) by the topological 
isomorphism of E and E^. 
Let us define the operator ‘W on 3 to be the pointwise action of cl(A) 
(just as % is the pointwise action of A). ‘%I’ is a Tm-closed extension of 
9l (see Proposition 2.3) so the TV- closure cl(a) exists as an operator 
on 3. For u E D(A), we apply (c’) and get 
WA 0 u, ‘WW, 0 u) E cl(graph(W) = graph(cl(W), 
i.e., ‘%& @ u E D(cl(‘LI)) and 
If u E D(A), ‘W, 0 x u E D(W) because ‘8’ is an extension of cl(%) and 
(cl(%) ‘%$, 0 u)(t) = (2X”%+, @ u)(t) = cl(A)(‘i%$, @ u)(t) by the 
definition of 2X’. Thus for each u E D(A), 
;i cl(A)(%& @ u)(t) = ;z(%& @ Au)(t) = T(t) Au. 
Recalling lim,,, (‘iRcjn @ u)(t) = T(t)u, we see T(t)u E D(cl(A)) and 
cl(A) T(t)u = T(t) Au. Combining this result with (5’), we get 
(d/d) T(t)u = T(t) Au = cl(A) T(t)u for u E D(A), 
and this relation can be extended to give (5”) (because (d/dt) and 
cl(A) are both closed operators). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Remark. It follows from the above proof that the local equi- 
continuity of T(t) is a direct consequence of hypothesis (d’). For each 
p E A, there is a 4 E A such that p”(R+, @ U) < $(+n @ u) < p(u), 
hence p( T(t)u) f q(u) f oralltE[O,a].ThusifforeachpEAaqEA 
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can be selected that satisfies p,“(%~) < q=l(f) for every a > 0, then 
the semigroup T(t) is equicontinuous, not just locally equicontinuous. 
COROLLARY 3. If T(t) is a locally equicontinuous semigroup of claw 
C,, , and ;ffor each p E A, there is a q E A such that 
Pam(%f) < 42(f) for all a > 0, f E K , 
then T(t) is equicontinuous. 
The converse of this result is true and can be verified by examining 
Eq- (3). 
4. PERTURBATIONS OF SEMIGROUPS 
In this section conditions on an operator B are discussed that are 
sufficient to guarantee that if T(t) is a locally equicontinuous semigroup 
of class C’s with generator A, then A + B is closable and cl(A + B) 
is the generator of a locally equicontinuous semigroup T(t, A + B) 
of class C, . 
The operator B is called relatively bounded with respect to A if 
D(B) 3 D(A), and for all p E A there is a q E A satisfying 
Pow G 404 + 4w for all u ED(A). 
We shall be concerned in this section only with relatively bounded 
perturbations. The property of relative boundedness lifts from the 
space E to the function space X. In other words, if B is relatively 
bounded with respect to A, then 23 is relatively bounded with respect 
to % in both the r* and r1 topologies. The proof of this fact is straight- 
forward. 
We now can state the main theorem of this chapter. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a sequentially complete locally convex space. 
Let T(t) be a locally equicontinuous semigroup of class C,, with infinitesimal 
generator A. Assume B satisfies: 
(I) B is relatively bounded with respect o A. 
(II) There is a calibration I’for (E, T) and constants a > 0 and 
K < cg satisfying: 
I OMWt)u) dt Q KP(u) for all p E r, u ED(A). (1) 0 
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In this case, A + zB is a closable operator whenever 1 x 1 < K-l and 
cl(A + xB) is the infinitesimal generator of a locally equicontinuous 
semigroup T(t, A + zB) of class C,, . 
Remark. Condition (1) is not topological; it is geometric because 
it depends on the calibration r. Given a calibration I’, it is always 
possible to construct another calibration I” consisting of those semi- 
norms given by g = p . sup{? E F}, where F is a finite subset of I’ and 
p > 0. The calibration r’ is cofinal in A, the set of all continuous 
seminorms, and a simple calculation shows that if (1) holds for r, 
then (I) holds for I”. Thus we assume, without loss of generality, 
that r is cofinal in A. 
The idea of the proof is to lift to the space X. The generalized 
resolvent of A and the perturbing operator B are used to build the 
generalized resolvent of A + xB in the same general spirit as in 
Phillips’ construction. Once the generalized resolvent of A + zB 
has been constructed, Theorem 3.2 can be applied to obtain the 
semigroup. 
Before proving the theorem in full generality, we outline a proof of 
the simpler case where B is a continuous operator. In this case, b is 
a continuous operator on SE (7m and 9). The operator A has a general- 
ized resolvent ‘% given by (3.3), and with a simple change of variables, 
we see that 
%j(t) = lt T(s)f(t - s) ds = Iot T(t - s)f(s) ds. (2) 
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) we get that for every p E r, pl(S’Bf) ,< 
Kpl(f). Repeated application of this result yields the equation 
PY(=w f) G KnP1tf) for every PET, fE3E, n 20. (3) 
We apply (II)(d) of Theorem 3.1 and the fact that r is cofinal in A 
to see that 
For all p E r, there is a q E r such that 
Setting 8J.s) = %[z%%]~, we see that !$Jz) is a continuous 
operator on X, and whenever / z 1 < K-l, we can define an operator 
(which turns out to be the generalized resolvent of A + zB) by the 
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absolutely convergent series (in L(32, I”) with the bounded conver- 
gence topology) 
%(A + ZB) = 2 %,(z). 
n=o (5) 
The operator 2 = A + zB is closed and D(Z) = D(A) is dense so if 
we can verify that ‘S(Z) satisfies condition (II) of Theorem 3.1, we 
will have proved the desired result (for the case where B is continuous). 
The fact that ‘S(Z) EL(L(P, P’) and satisfies (II)(d) is immediate 
from (4) and (5). 
Now D(s) = D(2l) and 3 = !!I + ZB 
iR(z)(a - 3)f = %(.z)(D - 2l)f - z%(Z) ?Bf 
= f + .zm(Z) %f - z%(Z) Bf = f 
for all f E D(B - 3) = D(B - ‘$1). The second equality in this chain 
of equalities follows from (5), the definition of S(2). Thus (II)(a) is 
satisfied. Condition (II)(b) h o s ecause D(d) is invariant under both Id b 
% and B and both commute with the closed operator b. Condition 
(II)(c) can be verified by using the identity ‘B(Z) - % = x%iB%(Z) 
which follows from (5). Forf E D(B - 3) = D(B - ‘S), 
WZ) 3f = WZ) Bf - f 
= q%(z) - %)f + (tmf - f) = zD%iB%(Z)f +2mf 
= z(2m + I) 2m(Z)f + 2mf = 9I(z%zs%(z) + iR)f + z2xqZ)f 
= vl%(z)f + zS%(Z)f = 3%(Z)f. 
This computation depends on condition (II)(a) for A (‘%(a - %)f = f ), 
condition (II)(a) for Z (%(Z)(B - 3)f = f ), condition (II)(b) for 
A and Z (‘%Zaf = DRf and ‘%(Z)Df = %R(Z)f), and condition (II)(c) 
for A (%‘%f = 2l’iRf). It also depends on the fact that if f E D(D), 
then %f e D(D - ‘2l) and (a-cU)%f=f, an extension of (II)(a) 
that will be proved later (see (13)). The operator 3 is closed so 
the above equation can be extended to all f 6 D(3). Thus (II)(c) is 
satisfied. Theorem 3.1 guarantees that Z is the generator of a locally 
equicontinuous semigroup T(t, Z) of class Co . 
In the case where B is relatively bounded with respect to A, but 
not continuous, the basic ideas of the above proof are still valid, but 
there are some additional technical difficulties. Equation (5) cannot 
be used to define the generalized resolvent 93(Z) for all f E 3. It is 
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necessary to find a dense subspace ‘2) C n (D((bR)? n > 0) to define 
‘S(2) by (5) on g and to extend all results from 9 to X. 
Before we can prove Theorem 1 we need three lemmas. 
Assume f 6 @‘2X) C D(a). Then f, 2lf, and 23f are continuous and 
hence Riemann integrable. Thus 
n-l f’ f(kn-9) + sdr(s) ds, 
k=l 
and 
An-l 2 f(kn-9) -+ l’ %f(s) ds, 
k-1 
Bn-’ f f(k+t) --t lot %f(s) ds. 
k=l 
Therefore, Ji f (s) ds E D(A) and A JA f (s) ds = $, ‘%f (s) ds (because A 
is closed), and B Jif (s) ds = Ji ?Bf (s) ds (because B is relatively 
bounded with respect to A). This proves the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If f E D(‘i!I), then 
(a> Bf E WV and W3f = +Pf, 
(b) ‘9lf E D(b) and (WRf)(t) = $, BT(s)f (t - s) CA, 
(c) 4 *f E D(b) and S+ *f = 4 * !l3f for all 4 E @. 
(Recallfif(t) = jif(s) ds, !Rf(t) = J’i T(s)f(t - s) ds, and(+ *f)(t) = 
S&f (t - 4 ds.) 
As mentioned above, we are looking for a dense subspace 9 C D(bW) 
that is invariant under b%. The subspace ‘1) will be defined as 
‘D = if E x: {4n’ *fl is a +Cauchy sequence} (recalling {I$~} is an 
approximate identity and 4%’ = (d/dt) &J. Lemmas 3 and 4 will be 
devoted to proving this ‘2) has the desired properties. 
LEMMA 3. Assume B satis$es conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 1. 
If f E 3E and !Rf E II(%), then pl(b%f) < @G(f) for all p E F. 
Proof. First assume f E: D(‘%). By Theorem 3.1 (II)(c) and relative 
boundedness, we have %f E D(2I) C D(d). If p E r, then 
P’(@sf) = jo5P (j; BT(t - s)f(s) ds) dt d joa j)WYt - s)f(s)) dt ds 
= ja j=-‘NW)f(s)) dt ds < joa Wf(s)) ds =W(f). (6) 0 0 
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This estimate is based on the inequality of condition (II) 
(1 ap(BT(t)u)dt < l@(u) fOY all 0 11 ED(A)) ;
Fubini’s theorem can be applied because BT(t - s)f(s) is jointly 
continuous wheneverf E D(‘2I) (relative boundedness of B). 
To extend (6) to all f such that !Rf E D(2l), we find a sequence 
{fn> c vz) sa IS ying t’ f G-lim fn = f and G-lim 91‘iRfn = %%f. For 
such a sequence, +-lim S%fn = S'%f by the relative boundedness of 
23. Thus inequality (6) will extend to f. 
The sequence {f,] is constructed as follows. Let g = %f e D(a). 
Since (3 - 2I) inverts ?R on D(D - W), we want approximations 
3, and ‘2& such that G-lim(B,, - 2l,) ‘3/z = h for all h E X. Let 
6 = n-l and define ID, and ‘& by 3,f (t) = n(f (t + 6) -f(t) -f (6)) 
and 2l,f (t) = n(T(6)f (t) -f(t)). Note that D(a) is invariant under 
both a, and 5& . A straightforward calculation shows that for every 
h E X, 
[(IDn - 2&J ‘iRh](t) = 1~ (IO8 T(s) h(t + 6 - s) ds - La T(s) h(8 - s) ds) 
+ h(t) as n-+co. (7) 
Equation (7) guarantees {(a, - %,) !iRh} is uniformly bounded on 
[0, a] so &lim(B, - ‘2&J ?Uz = h by dominated convergence. 
We set f, = (9, - an) %f = (ID, - 5&J g E II(%) since g E D(N) 
which is invariant under (3, - 53,). All that remains is to show T1- 
lim ‘2I%fn = WiRf. Another routine calculation shows that if h = WXg, 
and 
Now ~(6) = n%f(S) = 7t 6 T(s) f (6 - s) ~3 -+ 0 as it -+ CO. Simi- 
larly, nh(6) = n!lBfg(G) --f 0 as n -+ co. Thus, applying (8), (9), and 
the local equicontinuity of T(t), 
%%(a, - 2I,)g - (3, - 2&J %2lg + 0 uniformly on [0, a]. 
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We have already proved that +lim(BD, - 2fu,) ‘%h = h for every h E X. 
Therefore, 
G-lim (u%fn = i--l-Iim %%(D, - %,)g 
= T-i-lim(9, - ‘?I,) ‘%%g = ?Ig = %9?... 
This completes the proof of lemma 3. 
We recall 9 is defined by ‘1) = {f g X: {+m’ *f) is +Cauchy) (&} 
is a sequence of nonnegative C” functions with supp(@J C [0, n-i] 
and Jrdn(t) dt = 1, I&’ = (d/dt) 4,). We can now prove that 
‘2J C n (D((2Wl)“): n > 0}, (3) h o Id f s or every f E 9, and ‘9J is dense in 
X. Clearly, if f E D(B) 
by (2.2), (2.3), and (2.5). Hence D(D) C 11) (P-convergence implies 
G-convergence) and 2J is P-dense in f. 
LEMMA 4. Assume B satisj2e.s (I) and (II) of Theorem I. 
%: ‘I) -+ qa - %) and (a - 2x) %f = f for f ETj, (10) 
@ilIp 9 -+ g for all n > 1, 
(3 - ?I) !X(b%~ f = (B%t>” f for all f E ‘2), n > 0, (11) 
and for every p E I’, there is a q E F such that for all f E ‘$I), n > 0, 
P”Pww” f> G mw- (12) 
Proof. Once we have verified (lo), then we will have that for 
f E ‘1), 4,’ * ‘iRf E D(B) and ‘B$,’ * %f = 4,’ * S%f (by Lemma 2(c)). 
We may apply Fubini’s theorem to get 4,’ * !I?$ = 9&J,’ *f, hence 
B%r$,’ * f = 4,’ * %%j. Applying Lemma 3 we obtain 
PY4n’ * B%f) G W@n’ * f) for all pgr, f Er). 
Thus 2J is invariant under d% and (d%)fi: 9 -+ 9. Repeated applica- 
tion of Lemma 3 yieIds 
P1mm”f) G K”PYf) forall PEP, fE9. 
Inequality (12) follows from Theorem 3.1(11)(d) (for every p E (1, 
there is a q E II such that p”(‘%.) < $(f)) and the fact fact r is cofinal 
in /1. Equation (11) follows from (10) using the invariance of 9 under 
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238. Therefore the lemma will be proved once (10) is verified. 
Assume fE9,; & *f} is G-Cauchy, and $, *f E D(D), so 
w?z *f E W) and D%$, t f = ‘84,’ *f. Thus we may apply 
Theorem 3.1 (II)(d) to see that {D%j, *f } is a F-Cauchy sequence. 
However, (X, T”) is sequentially complete, D is closed, and ?‘- 
lim !R& *f = %f. Hence, 9lf E D(D) and 
Next I claim 
%gED(a -a> and (a - 2X) ‘%g = g for all g E D(B). (13) 
Assuming (13) to be true, we know 4, t f E D(D), and this implies 
9X& * f E D(9 - ‘8) and (9 - 2I) !R+, c f = 4% * f. Therefore 
Tm-lim a%$,, *f = Tm-lim a%+, *f - Tm-lim f,hn *f = D%f -f. 
However, ‘% is closed (Proposition 2.3) and T”-lim %4, *f = !Nf, so 
'9lf E D(2l) and 2PXf = ID’S?j - f. This verifies (10). We must now 
check (13). A routine calculation shows 
wqq - WQO)) = 8-l [%g(t + S) - %g(t) - 1” T(s)g(t + s - s) ds] 
0 
- a%+) - g(t) as 6 -+ 0. 
We know ‘%g E D(D) because g E D(D). Thus %g(t) E D(A), and the 
map t --f A(%g)(t) = (DJJg)(t) - g(t) is continuous. Hence %g E D(2I) 
and ‘%%g = DXg - g. This proves (13) and completes the proof of 
Lemma 4. 
We now have proved the desired results about the subspace ‘2), 
namely that j) is a TOO- dense subspace of X invariant under B%, and 
that for every p E r, there is a p E F such that 
P”Pwv f ) < KWf 1 for all f E ‘I). 
We can now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. The outline for the 
proof will be substantially the same as for the case where B is con- 
tinuous. We will define the perturbed generalized resolvent %(A + xB) 
for 1 x ) < K-l by 
%(A + ZB) = 2 ‘31(2!23%) 
n-0 
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on 9, extend to X by continuity, and prove that the generalized 
resolvent satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Define the operators%gm,(x) on ‘I) by?!&(z) = 
%(.zB%)“. Then for every p E r, there is a 4 E r such that 
Pme%(4f) < (I a I K)” 4Yf) d (I z I 0 e!“(f) for all fE ‘2). 
The space (X, 9’) is sequentially complete and 9 is sequentially 
dense in 3 (4, + f ---t f f or every f E X and 4, *f E D(D) C ‘?j). Hence 
%,(a) can be extended to ‘S,(z) EL(J, P). The above estimate on 
!U$Jz) extends to %%(a), i.e., for every p E r, there is a Q E rsuch that 
PrnPw)f) G (I x I KY 4Yf) d (I z I mn er(f) for all f E 3. 
Define %(A + zB) for 1 x j < K-l by 
%(A + ZB) = f 9$&z) = f X”Y&(l). (14) 
Tl=O n=O 
The above estimate and the sequential completeness of (X, P) 
guarantee that (14) converges in the topology of bounded convergence 
L,(X, T”) (in fact, the convergence is uniform in z on compact subsets 
of (complex a: [ x 1 < K-l)) to a ?-continuous operator. 
Define 2 = A + xB where D(Z) = D(A) r\ D(B) = D(A) (by the 
relative boundedness of B with respect to A); thus D(Z) is dense in E, 
proving condition (I’). Note that @ @ D(A) C D(B) C 9, and that if 
f E 9, then ‘B(2) f = C IDz,(z) f. Also note that if u E D(A) and + E @, 
then (9 - 2l) 4 @ u = I#’ @ u - 4 @ Au E 9. With this in mind, 
we see that the proofs of (II) and (II) are the same as for the 
case where B is continuous 
To verify (II)( let f E D(B). Then 
P-lim q&’ *f = P-lim f$n * ‘Df = Df. 
Thus for m > 0, 
Tm-$ %&) 4,’ * f = i&,&Z) af. (15) 
We know !Qjn’ *f = 4,’ * ‘ittf. This follows from Fubini’s theorem. 
We also know that iff E 9, then ‘%f E D(b - 2l) (Lemma 4). Applying 
Lemma 2, we see ‘iR&’ *f = bn’ * %f E D(B) and %%+,’ t f = 
‘B&’ * %f = 4,’ * S’iRf. However, B%f E ‘9J, so we may apply this 
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result repeatedly to get %X,(z) 4,’ *f = 4,’ * !JJ&(z)f. Therefore, for 
f E w% 
We have T~-limn+, 4, c %,(z)f = !Jl,(x)f and Tm-lim 34% * ‘iQ(x)f = 
%&) Bf by (15), th us if f E D(B), '%Jz)f E D(B) and XS%,(z)f = 
!J$Jz) Bf. Now !R(Z)f = C %,,Jz)f and S(2) Df = C ‘i&(z) Bf = 
C DQ(z)f = DiJl(Z)f. This proves (II)( 
To verify (II)( 1etfE @ @ D(A) C 9. We have, by Lemma 4, 
(a - 2l) !&(z)f = (a - ‘u) R(z2wl)~f = (zB%)“f = zavJln-,(x)f 
for every n > 1. Clearly, (3 - %) ‘S,(z) f = (9 - %) 9l.f = f. Adding 
these equations, we get 
3 f %&)f = 3 2 %+)f + ~~%44f - f. 
Tl=O T&=0 
We have already shown ID ~~.o ‘SJx)f converges to %2(Z) 9f in the 
Ta, topology; ah0 T-‘-limNdo X%?&(Z)f = T-‘-hN,,(zb%)N+lf = 0 
(by (3)). Therefore, 
T1-lim 3 2 %,&)f = %(z> Df -f 
n=o 
= %2(Z) IDf - %(.q(~ - 3)f = WZ) 3 f 
by (II)( Pick any d, E @. Applying (2.6) we get 
P-)Fm$ * 3 g %&)f = q4 * %(Z) 3f. 
?I=0 
However, 4 * 3‘3,Jx)f = 34 * %Jx)f (by Lemmas 2 and 4), and 
Twills * f 9zn(Z)f = 4 * %(Z)f. 
Tl=O 
Therefore, ($ * %(Z)f, + * ‘B(Z) 3f) E cl(graph(s)), where the 
closure is taken in the 7"' x 7m topology. 
Hmever, (&) C @, $, * ‘WZ)f -+ s(Z)f, and 4, * s(Z) 3f + 
S(Z) 3jin Tm as n --+ a. Hence, (%(Z)f, ‘ill(Z) 3f) E cl(graph(3)) for 
all f E @ @ D(A). This proves (II)( 
We have proved that the operator ‘S(Z) satisfies conditions (I’) and 
(II’) of Theorem 3.2. Thus if 1 z 1 < K-l, then Z = A + zB is 
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closable and cl(Z) is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup 
T(t, A + ~23). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Phillips [14, Section 31 presents the following formula for the 
perturbed semigroup. Let E be a Banach space and T(t) a semigroup 
of class C, on E with generator A. Assume B is a continuous operator 
on E. The continuous operators s,(t) are defined inductively by 
So(t) = T(t), S,+,(t) = j” T(t - s) B&(s) ds. 
0 
The perturbed semigroup T(t, A + B) is given by 
T(t, A + B) = f S,(t). 
7&=0 
A modified version of this result will be proved in the setting of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let E, T(t), A, B, r, K, and a be as in Theorem 1. 
In particular, B is relatively bounded with respect o A and (1) holds: 
s 
‘p(BT(t)u) dt < Q(u) for all p E r, u E D(A). 
0 
If 1 x 1 < K-l, A + xB is a closable operator and cl(A + xB) is the 
generator of a locally equicontinuous semigroup T(t, A + xB) of class Co . 
The semigroup T(t, A + zB) is given by the formula 
qt, A + ZB) = g 2PS,‘(t) fw tE[O, al, (16) 
n=o 
where S,‘(t) = cl( S,( t)) and S,(t) = T(t), 
Sn+l(t)u = j-t S,‘(s) BT(t - s)u ds for u E D(A). (17) 
0 
Remark. The conclusions of Theorem 5 have already been proved 
except for the defining equations (16) and (17). Equations (16) and 
(17) are to be interpreted as follows: 
(i) The integral in (17) exists and S,(t) maps D(A) into E con- 
tinuously. The space E is sequentially complete D(A) is sequentially 
dense in E (it was proved in Section 3 that if 6 = n-l, then u, = 
n t T(s)u ds E D(A) f or all u E E and U, + u as n -+ co), hence 
&l(t) = cl(S,(t)) EL(E). 
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(ii) The series in (16) converges uniformly on [0, a] in the 
topology of bounded convergence. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 5 is to first show that the defining 
equations (16) and (17) make sense, and then to show that the sum in 
(16) is the semigroup T(t, A + xB). 
In order to prove that (16) and (17) make sense, we need the following 
lemma that will be proved later. 
LEMMA 6. Assume that E, T(t), A, B, P, K, and a are as in 
Theorem 1. Let SLl(t) = 0 and Sol(t) = T(t). Assume {Sri’(t): t E [0, a], 
0 < n < N} is a collection of continuous operators atisfying for every n 
such that 0 < n < N: 
(I,) For each p E P, there is a q E P (depending on p but 
independent of n) such that p(S,‘(t)u) < Knq(u) for all u E E. 
(IIn) S’%‘(t) is a continuous function of t in the strong operator 
topology. 
(III,) (d/dt) S%‘(t) u = S%‘(t) Au + S;-,(t) Bu for all u E D(A). 
Then SN+J t) deJined by (17) on D(A) can be extended to Sk+I(t) = 
cl(&+l(t)) EL(E), and $+I SatisJies (IN+~), (Ih+J, and (%+J. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We apply Lemma 6 to inductively define 
S,‘(t): t E [0, a], n > - 1, satisfying (I,), (IQ, and (III,) for all n > 0. 
We define SLl(t) = 0 and S,,‘(t) = T(t) and then check that the 
hypotheses of Lemma 6 are satisfied for N = 0. Conditions (I,,) and 
(II,,) follow because T(t) is locally equicontinuous and T(t) is of class 
C,, , respectively. Condition (III,) follows from 3.1. Lemma 6 then 
guarantees that induction may be applied to generate (Sri’(t)} with the 
desired properties. If 1 x 1 < K-l, condition (I) and the sequential 
completeness of E imply that the series in (16) converges in the 
topology of bounded convergence uniformly in t E [0, a]. Denote the 
limit by Q(t, A + zB) E L(E). It follows from (17) that if n > 1, 
S,‘(O) = 0, hence Q(0, A + zB) = T(0) = I. If u E D(A), we may 
apply (III) to see 
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exists uniformly on [0, a]. Therefore, if u E D(A), Q(t, A + xB)u is 
differentiable and (d/dt) Q(t, A + .zB)u = Q(t, A + xB)(A + zB)u. 
Now assume u E D(A). 
Q(t, A + zB) - T(t, A + zB) 
= 
s 




: (&(s, A + zB)(A + zB) T(t - s, A + zB)u 
- Q(s, A + zB)(A + zB) T(t - s, A + zB)u) ds 
zzz 0. 
Hence, Q(t, A + xB)u = T(t, A + xB)u for all u E D(A), t E [0, a], 
and since both are continuous operators, we must have Q( t, A + xB) = 
T(t, A + zB). This proves (17). Theorem 5 will be proved when we 
have verified Lemma 6. 
Proof of Lemma 6. The operator B is relatively bounded with 
respect to A, so if u E D(A), then T(t - s)u E D(A), and BT(t - s)u 
is a continuous function of s. The operators S,‘(S) are equicontinuous 
(IN) and strongly continuous in s (II,). Therefore &‘(s) BT(t - s)u 
is a continuous function of s, and 
s~+~(~)u = j-” S,‘(s) BT(t - s)u ds = j’ S,‘(t - s) BT(s)u ds 
0 0 
exists for every u G D(A), t E [0, a]. We apply (IN) and the inequality 
I ‘p(BT(t)u) dt < Q(u) for all p ET, ueD(A), 0 
to obtain that for every p E r, there is a q E r satisfying 
p(S,+,(t)u) < ltp(SN’(t - s) BT(s)u) ds < j” KNq(BT(s)u) ds < KN+$(u) 
0 0 
for every u E D(A), t E [0, a]. Thus, SN+l(t)U maps the sequentially 
dense subspace D(A) into the sequentially complete space E con- 
tinuously, Sk+i(t) = cl(S,+,(t)) E L(E), and Sk+r(t) satisfies (I,,,) 
(in fact, for the same Q). 
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To verify (IIN+J, first assume II E D(A). 
%+,(t + qu - sl+&)u 
= /ot+8 S,‘(s) BT(t + 6 - s)u ds - Iot S,‘(s) BT(t - s)u ds 
= it+8 SN’(s) BT(t + S - s)u ds + 6 S,‘(s) BT(t - s)(T(6) - 1)~ ds. 
(18) 
{S,,,‘(S): sE [t, t + S]} and {T(t + 6 - s): s E [t, t + 61) are equicon- 
tinuous sets of operators and B is relatively bounded with respect to A, 
hence {2&‘(s) BT(t + 6 - s)u: s E [t, t + 61) is bounded. Thus 
I 
t+8 
S,‘(s) BT(t + 6 - s)u ds --f 0 as 6 --+ 0. t 
For each p E r, let q be as in (IN+l), then 
p (r,’ S,‘(s) BT(t - s)(W) - 1)~ ds) = P(SN,,(V(~ - 04 
< KN+lq(T(S)U - 24) 
+O as 6+0 
because T(t) is strongly continuous. Therefore, Si+,( t)u is a continuous 
function of t for each u E D(A). If the net (u. : a! E J} E D(A) and 
u, --+ u E E, then So+, U, -+ $+i(t)u uniformly on [0, a]. Hence 
&+i(t)u is a continuous function of t for all u E E, and (IIN+r) is 
satisfied. 
To check (II&,,+,), assume u E D(A). Applying (18), we get 
a-‘(S;+,,,(t + S)u - S;+,(t)u) = 8-l j-“” SN’(s) BT(t + 6 - s)u ds 
t 
+ s~+l~~)v3w> - 04 
-+ S,‘(t) Bu + &.,+,(t) Au as a-+0. 
This follows from the continuity of the integrand and the facts that 
C-1(7’(6) - 1)~ -+ AU and Si+l(t) EL(E). Thus if u E D(A), &+r(t)zl 
is differentiable and 
(dldt) %+&)u = S,+,(t) Au + SN’(~) Bu, 
proving (III,,,+J. This completes the proofs of Lemma 6 and 
Theorem 5. 
580/16/z-3 
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Remark. It is clear from (16) that the map x -+ T(t, A + zB) of 
{complex x: 1 z [ < K-l} into L,(E) is holomorphic. Thus the 
perturbations discussed in this section are all analytic perturbations. 
5. HOLOMORPHIC EXTENSION OF SEMIGROUPS 
It is the purpose of this section to characterize those locally equi- 
continuous semigroups of class C,, that can be holomorphically 
extended to some sector S(4) = {complex x: 1 arg(x)l < $}. Two 
characterizations are given. One is in terms of the smoothness of the 
semigroup T(t) on the positive real axis, and the other is in terms of 
the behavior of the generalized resolvent !R on the space 3E. 
As we pointed out in the Introduction, Yosida [20] seems to have 
been the first to supply such a characterization (concerning on-axis 
smoothness in particular), but his work was confined to the rather 
special case of an equicontinuous semigroup with a quasi-equicon- 
tinuous holomorphic extension. 
In order to consider the holomorphy of a map into L(E), we must 
equip L(E) with a topology. Two topologies on L(E) will be considered. 
L(E) equipped with the strong operator topology (topology of simple 
or pointwise convergence) will be denoted by L,(E). The topology of 
bounded convergence (uniform convergence on bounded sets in E) 
will be denoted by L,(E). S ee Schaefer [15, pp. 79-811 for precise 
definitions. 
Denote the open disc (in the complex plane) centered at z and with 
radius Y > 0 by N(x, Y), denote its boundary by C(z, r). Let S($, Y) = 
S(4) n N(O, 4. 
THEOREM 1. Assume E is a sequentially complete locally convex space 
over the complex field and T(t) is a locally equicontinuous semigroup of 
class C, with generator A. If 0 < 4 < ~-12, then the following are 
equivalent : 
(I) T(t) has a strongly holomorphic extension T(z) to S(4) and 
(T(4: 2 E cl(S(R r))} is e q uicontinuous for every 8 E (0, $), r > 0. 
(II) For every t > 0, T(t): E -+ D(A), and for some r > 0 and 
all 8 G (O,+), th e collection of operators {[e(sin 19) tT’(t)]“: n >, 1, 
t E (0, r/n]} is equicontinuous on E, (T’(t) denotes (d/dt) T(t)). 
(III) For some a > 0 and all 0 E (0, +), ‘W+l: X -+ D(9P) for 
every n > 0 and {(sin 0)rr2P’W+1: n > 0) is an equicontinuous collection 
of maps from 3? to X”. 
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Remark on (I). Our formulation of (I) requires only that there 
exists a strongly holomorphic operator-valued function x + T(x) EL(E) 
which restricts to T(t) on the axis. However, we will establish below 
that under these conditions, the map x --+ T(x) is a homomorphism 
of the additive semigroup S(4) into L(E) and that it is bounded- 
convergence holomorphic. 
One of the advantages of the notion of generalized resolvent is that 
it can be used to replace the classical resolvent almost line for line in 
the proof scheme devised by Yosida [20]. Specifically, we show that 
(II) implies (I), using the formula 
T(z)u = 2 [(z - t)“/n!](d”/dP) T(t)24 (1) 
?l=O 
to construct the holomorphic extension. Then we check that (I) implies 
(III) and that (III) implies (II) (exploiting generalized resolvents), 
thus completing the circle of implications. 
Proof of (“II) implies (I)“. Pick 0 E (0, 4) and $ E (6,$). For each 
p E A, we can, by hypothesis (II), choose q E (1 (q depends on 4) satis- 
fying 
P(k+in 9) tW)l” 4 G 4(4 for all n 3 1, t E (0, ~-/a]. 
We have T'(t)u = A T(t)u and [T’(t)]% = A"T(nt)u for every u E E 
and t > 0 by the first part of hypothesis (II). Assume t E (0, Y) and 
x E cl(N(t, t * sin 13)) C N(t, t . sin #). Then 
(d”/dP) T(t)24 = PT(t)u = [T’(+z)]” 24. 
The fact that x E cl(N(t, t * sin 19)) implies 1 x - t j < t * sin 9; and 
en = C nk/k! implies en. > nn/n!. We now compute 
p([(z - t)“/n!](d”/dt”) T(t)u) 
= p([(z - tyty . [n”/n!] . [(t/n) T’(t/n)]” 24) 
< p([(sin 0) . e . (t/n) . T’(t/n)]” u) 
< (sin e/sin tj)” q(u). (2) 
Thus for any t E (0, Y) and 1 2: - t / < t . sin 19, series (1) is absolutely 
convergent and defines T,(z) strongly holomorphic in the disc 
cl(N(t, t . sin e)), and 
p(T&)u) < (1 - (sin e/sin #))-l p(u). (3) 
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This inequality is independent of t and must hold for all 
z E U{cl(N(t, t . sin ~9)): t E (0, r]}. 
Furthermore 
(d/&z) T,(z)24 = f (n(x - t)“-l/n!) A”T(t)u 
n=o 
= A f ((z - t)“-l/(n - l)!) /In--’ T(f)U 
PI=1 
= AT,(z)u, 
and if u E D(A), 
(d/dz) T,(z)u = AT,(z)u = T,(z) Au. (4) 
Exploiting (4) exactly as in the uniqueness proof for Theorem 3.2, 
we show that for real s E [t, t + t * sin 81, T,(s) = T(s). One checks, 
as before, that T,(s)u = T,(a) T(s - a)u by observing that the P 
derivative of the latter expression vanishes identically when u E D(A). 
One also checks, using (I), that T,(t) = T(t). Hence, T,(s)u = 
T,(t) T(s - t)u = T(s)u. Th us, if (s, s + s * sin 6) and (t, t + t * sin 0) 
are not disjoint, then T,(Z) and T,(x) agree on the interval of 
intersection, and since both are holomorphic, they agree on 
cl(N(s, s . sin 0)) f7 cl(N(t, t . sin 8)). 
Therefore, all of the maps x + T,(x) are localizations of a unique 
global holomorphic map z -+ T(z) on lJ {cl(N(t, t * sin 0)): t E (0, r]). 
We can use (4) as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 to verify that T(z) 
satisfies the local semigroup condition T(x, + x2) = T(x,) T(+) 
whenever xi , x2 , and xi + x2 are in the region where T(z) is defined. 
The collection of operators { T( )} z is e q uicontinuous there (see (3)) and 
satisfies the semigroup property. It can be shown that for Y > 0, there 
is a Y’ > 0 such that 
cl(S(8, t’)) C ((J [cl(N(t, t . sin 0)): t E (0, Y] 1) u (0). 
The semigroup property allows us to extend T(z) to all cl(S(0)) for 
every 8 E (0, +), so T( x can be defined on S’(4) and satisfies (I). ) 
The semigroup T(x) is holomorphic in L,(E) because every strongly 
holomorphic operator-valued function that is locally equicontinuous 
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is holomorphic in the topology of bounded convergence. Thus (I) is 
established. 
To prove (I) implies (III), compute the nth derivative (d/dz)“T(t)u 
as a Cauchy integral around the circle C = C(t, t * sin 0) 
(d/dz)n T(+J = 42ri f, (T(5) u/(t; - t)“+l) d<, (5) 
and use the following formula for !Pflf, 
(?P+lf)(t) = l/n! it ~“T(s)f(t - S) ds (6) 
for everyfe X (which will be verified later), to show that (d/d~)~T(t)u 
is sufficiently smooth and bounded for (III) to hold. 
Readers familiar with the usual Hille-Yosida development will 
notice that (6) is a substitute for the Laplace transform formula for 
the ordinary resolvent (when it exists), which it formally resembles. 
Comparison of Yosida’s argument and our own reveal that both the 
verification of (6) and the use of it in the proof are technically more 
elementary. 
Proof of “(I) implies (III)“. The semigroup T(z) is strongly 
holomorphic, so (5) is valid, and using the equicontinuity of T(z) on 
cl(S(0, r)). we can see {(t * sin 8)lt(d/dx)“T(t)/n!: n > 0, t E (0, a]) is an 
equicontinuous collection of operators for some a > 0. Furthermore, 
strong holomorphy of T(z) guarantees trong continuity of (d/dz)“T(t). 
Assume f E X and define g, E X by 
g,(t) = l/n! lot P(d/dz)n T(s)f(t - s) ds = (l/n!) A” 1” s”T(s)f(t - s) ds. 
0 
The last equality follows because A is closed. We can see (from (6)) 
that !P+lf~ D(P) and 21nRn+lf = g, . The equicontinuity of 
{(sin 0)n91n!Rtn+1: n > 01 in L(P, X”) follows because for each p E (1, 
there is a 4 E (1 such that p((t * sin 8)12(d/d~)“T(t)u)/n! < q(u), and this 
implies 
p([(sin W ‘WP+Yl(t)) = P@in W g,(t)) < lot df(t - 4) ds 
which is equivalent to 
p=f(~;l ep ww+y) G ~yf) for all 72 > 0. 
This proves (III). 
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Equation (6) is proved by induction. For n = 0, (6) is just the 
defining equation for !iR (3.3). A simple change of variables gives 
We assume (6) is valid for n and verify it for n + 1, using the above 
formula. 
(‘iP+zf)(t) = l/n! j; s”T(s)(!Xf)(t - s) ds 
= l/n! jot s”T(s) lot-’ T(t - s - r)f(r) dr ds 
= l/n! jot jot+ s’z ds T(t - Y)~(Y) dr 
= l/(n + l)! jot (t - r)n+l T(t - y)f(y) dy 
= l/(n + l)! jot r”+lT(r)f(t - Y) dr. 
This completes the induction and the verification of (6), thus estab- 
lishing that (I) implies (III). 
Remarks. The proof of (6) is not dependent on (I), but whenever A 
is the generator of a semigroup T(t) and % is the generalized resolvent 
of A, then (6) holds for all n. 
To prove (III) implies (II), we make use of the fact that T(t)u = 
lim(%+, @ u)(t) (proof of Theorem 3.2) to prove that 
,lii(91n%~+1~, @ u)(t) = (t”/n!) A”T(t)u. (7) 
The bounds on the left-hand side from (III) will provide the necessary 
bounds on the right-hand side for (II). 
Proof of “(III) implies (II)“. It follows from (6) that 
lim(!W$, @ u)(t) = tT(t)u 
for every u E E, If u E D(A), then 
(2l’W~, @ u)(t) = (WI& @ Au)(t) -+ tT(t) Au. 
However, i!ml~ E L( Xl, X”), and this implies the set of maps 
u -+ (‘%?P& @ u)(t) for n = 1, 2,... is equicontinuous. We have a 
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sequence of equicontinuous maps that converges on the dense sub- 
space D(A), so it must converge on all of E to a continuous operator 
(see Schaefer [15, Section III. 41). The generator A is closed, thus for 
each t > 0 and u E Ewe see that T(t)u E D(A) and 
li+i(%%2+n @ u)(t) = A &I(%~& @ u)(t) = tAT(t)u. 
We now have T(t)u E D(A), and this implies T(t)u E D(P), and 
A”T(t) is a continuous operator for each t > 0. 
Define the range of T(t) by range(T) = {T(t)u: u E E, t > 0). 
range( 2’) is dense in E because T(t)u -+ u as t -+ 0 for every u E E, and 
by the previous remarks, range(T) C n {D(P): n > 11. As before, for 
fixed n and t, the set of maps u + (2P%jn+1~m @ u)(t) for m = 1,2,... 
is equicontinuous, and if u E range(T), 
!.i.i(WRn+l~, @ u)(t) = lili(W”~$~ @ A%)(t) = @“in!) A”T(t)u, 
the last equality following from (6). This result can be extended to all 
u E E by the equicontinuity of the maps on the left and the continuity 
of the operator on the right. This proves (7). 
The equicontinuity of {(sin O)%P’%i”+l: n 3 O> in L(X’, X”), the 
fact that pl($, @ U) <p(u) for all n > 1, and Eq. (7) guarantee the 
equicontinuity of ((sin e)n(tn/n!) A”T(t): n >, 0, t E [0, u]} for each 
8 E (0, 4). If n > 1, t E (0, a/n], 6’ E (0, +), pick any z,L E (0, $), and let 
s = nt E(0, a]: 
[e(sin 0) G!“(t)]” = en(sin 0p t”A”T(nt) 
= (e%!/@)(sin B/sin +)” (sin #)” (sfl/n!) A*T(s). 
(II) follows from this identity and the fact that {(e%!/@)(sin B/sin #)11> 
is bounded (an application of Stirling’s formula). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Theorems 1 and 3.1 can be combined to give the following charac- 
terization of generators of holomorphic semigroups. 
THEOREM 2. An operator A is the injinitesimal generator of a 
locally equicontinuous emigroup T(t) that can be extended holomorphi- 
tally to the sector S($), giving a locally equicontinuous homomorphism 
of S(4) into L(E), z&f 
(I) A is closed and densely dejked. 
(II) There is a generalized resolvent 93 EL(P, 3?) and satisfying 
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(a) %(2, - a)f =ffor all f E D(TD - a), 
(b) ;ff E D(B), then %f E D(B) and D%f = ‘BDf, 
(c) ;ff E D(‘?I), then %f~ D(‘%) and 2I’%f = ‘%%f, 
(d) W+l: X -+ D(W) for all n > 0, and for every 8 E (0, $), 
((sin ~)nWtR2n+1: n >, 0} is equicontinuous in L(3?, 3”). 
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